Background

Myasthenia gravis (MG) is one of the most common autoimmune diseases of the neuromuscular junction. Globally, the incidence is more than 10,000,000 people with the typical symptoms of fatigue and skeletal muscle weakness that fluctuate, worsening with activity, and improving after resting [1], [2], [3]. Current evidence suggests that fatigue has a greater impact than muscle weakness and 4.8 for patients with ocular weakness [5].

The primary fatigue that occurs in MG is physical fatigue due to muscle weakness and increased susceptibility to fatigue. About 80% of patients complain of fatigue [5], [7], [8]. The systematic review conducted by Ruiter et al. revealed that fatigue is the most common symptom that complained by the patients with poor quality of life and is an obstacle in doing daily activities [9], therefore need to be addressed. The prevalence of fatigue in MG patients increases along with severity, from 32% of patients with pharmacological remission to 72% of patients with generalized weakness. Chronic fatigue, defined as fatigue lasting 6 months, occurs in 21–72% of patients [9]. Hoffmann et al. [5] found that daily activity of patients assessed using the MG-Activities of Daily Living (MG-ADL) score was significantly higher in patients with the lower fatigue (p < 0.001). The mean MG-ADL score in the group of patients was 6.2 for MG patients with generalized weakness and 4.8 for patients with ocular weakness [5].

Fatigue is influenced by internal and external conditions. Internal conditions are physical and cognitive conditions; while external conditions can be mood disorders, anxiety, sleep disorders, musculoskeletal pain, treatment effects, especially analgesia, and weight gain as a side effect of steroid treatment. External conditions experienced by patients can cause secondary fatigue. Both primary and secondary fatigue can affect the patient’s ability to perform daily activities, interact with family, and limit their work or social activities [7].
Based on the findings from previous studies above, this study aimed to determine whether there is a relationship between the level of fatigue and the ability to perform daily activities and to determine the factors that affect the level of fatigue in patients with MG.

**Materials and Methods**

In this cross-sectional study, samples were recruited by a consecutive sampling method from the Neurology Outpatient Clinic of Dr. Soetomo Hospital Surabaya, from April to June 2021. The inclusion criteria are age between 18 and 60 years, diagnosed with MG, cooperative, agreeing to participate, and willing to sign a consent form. The exclusion criteria are history of severe psychological disturbance, use of anti-depressant medication, history of other neurologic diseases, history of musculoskeletal diseases, and suffering from infectious diseases.

Subjects that met the criteria were then included in the study and underwent interviews and physical examinations. The severity of MG was assessed using MG Composite (MGC) Scale which was developed by Burns et al. by selecting items from Quantitative domains [14], [15], [16]. There are eight questionnaire items filled out based on patient daily activities of patients with MG [14]. There are eight questionnaire items filled out based on patient reports including ocular (2 items), oropharyngeal (3 items), respiratory (1 item), and extremity (2 items) domains [14], [15], [16].

The data were analyzed using SPSS 26.0 version. Demographic data were presented as mean ± SD, minimum, maximum, and percentage. Rank-Spearman test was used to assess the correlation between fatigue and patient’s ability to perform daily activities. Kruskal–Wallis test was used to assess the difference in performing daily activities between subgroups of fatigue. Multivariate linear regression analysis was used to assess the internal factors (age, type of MG, gender, severity of disease as measured by the MGC score, and presence of non-autoimmune comorbidities) and external factors (doses, duration of medications, and income) that influence fatigue. p < 0.05 is considered significant. This study was approved by the ethical committee of Dr. Soetomo General Hospital.

**Results**

Thirty-one eligible samples (nine males and 22 females) were recruited in this study. The majority of the subjects (71%) were women, with a mean age of 45.23 (±9.79) years and an onset age of 39.61 (±20.27) years. All study subjects have generalized MG type. The majority of subjects had no comorbidities (64.5%), while others had hypertension (32.3%) and rheumatic heart disease (RHD) (3.2%). Five patients (16.1%) had been diagnosed with thymoma by Thorax computed tomography (CT)-scan and had undergone thymectomy, while 26 patients had no history and clinical signs of thymoma based on anamnesis and physical examination (Tables 1 and 2). The mean income of the participants is 3.63 million IDR/month.

Rank-Spearman test showed a significant correlation between fatigue and the patient’s ability to perform daily activities (p = 0.005; p = 0.488) with CI 95%. The results of the FSS score analysis showed that the average score was 4.06 ± 1.88 with varying degrees of fatigue. Kruskal–Wallis test showed significant difference between MG-ADL score and subgroups of fatigue in MG patients (p = 0.036). Multivariate linear regression analysis showed no significant correlation between fatigue, age, type of MG, sex, severity of disease, doses and duration of medications, and presence of non-autoimmune comorbidities (F = 1.093, p = 0.416), with an R² = 0.388 (Table 3).

**Discussion**

Most of the subjects included in this study were women, with a mean age of 45 years old, and all of the subjects had general MG type. A comparison...
of early and late onset MG in previous studies showed that MG predominates in young adult women and older men [17], [18]. This is supported by a cohort study which showed that cases of MG in women were higher in the first 5 decades of age, while MG in men occurred more in the 6th decade of age [19]. Fan et al. explained that the early symptoms of MG usually manifest as an ocular type with characteristic weakness of the extraocular muscles and ocular misalignment [17], [20]. Nearly 90% of patients with ocular MG will develop into general MG within 3 years of onset [17], [20].

The majority of subjects in this study had no comorbidities. Only one-third of the subjects had hypertension. Somers et al. stated that patients with autoimmune diseases such as MG will tend to develop secondary autoimmune diseases [21]. A previous study found that comorbid diseases in MG patients were more common in crisis conditions or on visits to the Emergency Unit, with the most comorbidities/> being dyslipidemia (60%), type 2 diabetes (20%), dysthyroidism (19%), hypertension (16%), and other autoimmune diseases (7%) [22]. The mean income of participants in this study is 3.63 million IDR/month which is lower than regional minimal income (4 million IDR/month).

The results of this study showed a significant correlation between fatigue and the ability to perform daily activities (Figure 1). Fatigue is a symptom found in various neuromuscular diseases that significantly affects the patient's quality of life, work status, and social and family life. Fatigue is also a major complaint in MG patients, even though the active symptoms of MG have been treated and the patient is in a stable condition with minimal manifestations [7], [23]. Fatigue in MG is physical and/or mental fatigue. Physical fatigue from a neurological perspective is muscle fatigue, while mental fatigue is a limitation to initiate activities that require self-motivation [4]. Physical and mental fatigue affects each other [5], [7], [9].

The result of MG-ADL score analysis revealed that majority of the subjects was still able to perform daily activities independently. Only one person with a total score of 15 gave a score of 3 on the ability to chew and swallow (two oropharyngeal items), so the patient was already using a nasogastric tube at the time of the study. A positive correlation with moderate strength was found between the fatigue and the patient's ability to perform daily activities. This is in accordance with the previous systematic review who reported that higher fatigue scores in MG patients were associated with more severe disease severity as measured using the MGC, QMG, and MG-ADL scales [9], [24].

From the results of the hypothesis test of the multivariate linear regression model, it was found that age, gender, severity of the MGC scale, duration of treatment, MG medication dose, income, presence of thyroma, comorbid hypertension, and RHD did not affect the level of fatigue of patients with MG either simultaneously or partially. These results are not in accordance with the previous studies which explained that fatigue in MG patients was associated with severity, current patient age, gender, non-autoimmune comorbidities (DM type 2, non-allergic lung disease, hypertension, and cancer), dose and duration of treatment, and income each month [5], [9], [25]. This is probably because the fatigue rating scale used in this study was not specific for MG, so that the physical, cognitive, and psychosocial components assessed using the FSS scale were not relevant, as mentioned in the study of [7]. In addition, the limited number of subjects who participated in this study also caused discrepancies in the results of the analysis, because several factors had relatively homogeneous results, such as the age factor and the type of MG. Cultural and social factors in Indonesia are also need to be put into consideration because they influence perceptions of fatigue.

The presence of comorbidities, duration of treatment, dose of treatment, and income also did not affect the level of fatigue. This is probably because the choice of type of treatment for MG patients at the research hospital was adjusted to the Neurology Clinical Practice Guidelines which made acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (Mestinon) as the primary and first-line therapy. The administration of the acetylcholinesterase inhibitor drug is covered by health insurance so that it does not affect the patient's income. On the other hand, Chu et al. stated that the presence of these factors affected the fatigue, especially mental fatigue, because long-term use of glucocorticoids as first-line therapy options was not covered by health insurance [25].

Analysis of the coefficient of determination (R2) revealed that fatigue in MG patients is 38.8% can
be explained by factors of present age, gender, severity of MGC, duration of treatment, dose MG medication, income, presence of thymoma, comorbid hypertension, and RHD. While, the remaining 61.2% is explained by other factors outside of this study. Several factors outside the study that may have an influence on fatigue, especially mental fatigue, include depression levels, anxiety levels, and sleep disturbances [5]. Meanwhile, factors outside the study that may have an influence on physical fatigue, as described in several previous studies are physical inactivity or a sedentary lifestyle, which will affect the patient’s functional ability [6], [24].

Several limitations of this study include the absence of lifestyle and mental assessment, which may also affect the fatigue. The participants with no history and clinical sign of thymoma in this study did not undergo Thorax CT-scan which is required as a gold standard to diagnose thymoma, therefore the possibility of thymoma in these participants cannot be excluded and can influence fatigue. Furthermore, this study could not prove the effect of MG type on fatigue because the participants in this study did not undergo HLA and autoantibody tests to determine MG type.

Conclusion

Fatigue in patients with MG correlates with the ability to perform daily activities. There was a difference in performing daily activities between the subgroups of fatigue. However, the level of fatigue was not affected by age, gender, severity of the MG, duration of treatment, MG medication dose, income, presence of thymoma, comorbid hypertension, and comorbid RHD. Further research is needed to determine the factors that influence fatigue in MG.
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